List of country-specific issues


Road

- Additional heavy metals with the use of PM filters? Is it an issue? Do you have information on new studies or measurements?

- In COPERT, congestion is internalized in the concept of the "average speed" associated with a "driving mode". Anyway, is it possible to introduce a simplified scheme taking into account the congestion which could be applied in the current version of COPERT waiting version 5? To be specific: could we consider the split of vkm and average speed in "driving mode highway" in a congested and a non-congested part while retaining the overall coherence of the model? This would require summing several runs.

- COPERT 5?

Non-road

- Biofuel in transport fuel for road transport but also navigation, railway since 2011 in France with GNR (non road diesel oil) replacing gas oil (and in the future for aviation) : impacts of % biofuel in EF?

- Introduce NRMM chapter in software code

Aviation

- Aviation : national inventories and ETS-aviation?

- Aviation : national inventories and Eurocontrol data?

- Aviation : what about possible emissions of HM, PAH (like for road transport)?